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About This Content

On the beautiful island of Tropico, it never rains; El Presidente insists on it. So when the clouds roll in and the rain starts to fall
you know something is on the way. Rumours are that a group of citizens have united to form a mysterious cult and have placed a

curse over Tropico. A new supernatural authority is looking to seize power and you, as El Presidente, need some divine
assistance to lift the curse. Enter, the Inquisition.

Bring the special services provided by the Inquisition to Tropico and keep them in good favour by building them a new HQ
from which to bring down the cultists and their supernatural wrongdoings. But don’t let them have too much power. Make sure
you remind them that only you, El Presidente, is the one true ruler of Tropico. Only through your careful management can you

guarantee that Tropico returns to the island paradise it was before.

New standalone scenario: “Tropican Redemption“ – Banish the cultists from your island and lift Tropico from its curse

New building: Inquisition – Spy on factions and unmask the roles of each faction member

New dynasty avatar accessory: Inquisitor’s hat

New sandbox map: Isla del Rey

New music track and additional voice recordings
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Title: Tropico 5 - Inquisition
Genre: RPG, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Haemimont Games
Publisher:
Kalypso Media Digital
Franchise:
Tropico
Release Date: 16 Apr, 2015

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista SP2, Windows 7, Windows 8

Processor: 2 GHz Dual Core CPU

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce 400 or higher, AMD Radeon HD 4000 or higher, Intel HD 4000 or higher (DirectX 11 hardware support
required)

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 4 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX compatible

English,French,Italian,German,Russian
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Again, sucks that you don't get an achievement for completing this.
Doesn't take too long to complete.
Not particularly challenging.
To be honest preferred Tropico 3 & 4, more than 5 anyway.
Bought whilst in the sale, definitely not worth paying full price for.. all dlc in this game are \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing
trash. For the first time, I'm not going to dislike this DLC because of its price.

This is just an outright horrible DLC.

You know the deal by now: outfit, mission, building. Outfits are useless, so won't comment on it, but the mission and building
are the laziest put together and this is by far the worst DLC released.

The new building is the Inquisition. A colonial-era building, the Inquistion...wait, what exactly does it do? The building info
page doesn't specify what it does. The main purpose is that it allows you to persecute a faction. What this actually means isn't
explained, nor do I see any reason why you would bother persecuting factions. They're so irrelevant in the game that I doubt
players even know what the factions are. The Inquisition can also be upgraded to make money from other religious buildings,
and this can actually be quite profitable later in the game when you do have several religious buildings.

The mission is terribly designed. Although it's nice to see a colonial-era mission other than the Big Cheese, the problem is that
the colonial era is a very boring time period. It mainly serves as early-game raw material harvesting for later periods, but when
you're stuck in the colonial period, there's nothing you can really do. You don't get access to the powerful economic buildings
and you're limited to plantations and mines for income. To make things worse, you have to deal with the mandate time limit,
and when the final objective throws a 12-month delay before it triggers, you really have to play the early game right to even
make the mission winnable.

The mission objective involves identifying and removing cultists. They are revealed by the Inquisition in a similar way to the
Mad World DLC, and you have to manually click on each one to remove them (and at a price). This has to be the worst
gameplay "mechanic" used. It's a stupid game of finding exclamation marks to get rid of them. Half your buildings get wrecked
by scripted disasters every year just to frustrate you. Finally, you have to destroy the Inquisiton building and withstand a
moderately-sized invasion, which is easily held off with a few guard towers and a squad of troops.

And that's it. There's no "plot" in this mission, unlike many other DLC missions. There's no pop culture gimmick (you could
swear they would make more Monty Python references other than the Spanish Inquisition, but no). This is plain insulting to
Tropico players. There's hardly any voice dialogue in the DLC too, so for the developers to justify the cost by continually
asserting the studio work they have to do makes no sense.

It really looks like the creativity for each DLC is waning with each monthly release. What's next? The trend, unfortunately,
looks like more overpriced and lazier content.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/f0zui68UanA. The mission is quick and stupid, the new building is worthless.. The building is useless but the
scenario is more interesting than let's say, Big Cheese. The idea of "lovecraftian" cultists triggering frequent disasters is cute.
After building inquisition, player can reduce number of cultist by completing side taks so clicking on almanac is not the sole
option of getting rid of pests. The isle is picturesque and music track good. This is not an essential Tropico 5 DLC, but surely
not the worst one.. The building is useless but the scenario is more interesting than let's say, Big Cheese. The idea of
"lovecraftian" cultists triggering frequent disasters is cute. After building inquisition, player can reduce number of cultist by
completing side taks so clicking on almanac is not the sole option of getting rid of pests. The isle is picturesque and music track
good. This is not an essential Tropico 5 DLC, but surely not the worst one.. Not bad, buy it with the bundle.. I've bought all of
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the dlcs so far, and I've come to expect certain level of atleast mediocrity from them. But this is the first dlc I'll be giving
negative review.

The mission takes place only in the first era, which by my taste is sour. The new inquisition building is useful. But I cannot beat
the scenario even when meeting all the winning conditions. The last objective (spoiler) is to survive the spanish retaliation strike
for getting rid of the inquisition. I did that and got no further tasks. Yet I am not presented with the you win message, instead 10
months later ingame time and I lose the mission since my colonial mandate runs out.

I got the feeling that it is the laziest dlc so far, with little detail to the objectives.. I literally used the Inquisition building once,
and it didn't even work properly. Never used it ever again.
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Not worth it!. This pack is actually really good and enjoying ....
- And one's more this pack really help me in revolutionary my country .... Boring, Stuck in the colonial period forever. Hard to
win. New building is NOT useful in the play-on-your-own areas either. Horrible DLC. Do not waste your money!. They spent
more time working on the thumbnail than the actual content. bad map hard dlc but i like a challenge keeps me awake and sane.
Not alot of meat to this DLC its not really all that challenging and is somewhat short. The main gripe I have is that it all takes
place during the colonial period. If the DLC was split into two missions one where you build up the Inquisition and another
where you tear it down I feel the DLC would have been much better but as it stands the story line builds on the big bad
inquisition only to end up being a boring let down.

With that said I dont regret getting the DLC as the inquisiton building can sorta be useful (it detects hidden roles and upgraded
gives you money for each church on the island) however for the most part this DLC isnt really worth the price.. Nobody expects
the tropican inquisition!. I find the scenario interesting to play with. The sandbox map looks cool too.. This pack is actually
really good and enjoying ....
- And one's more this pack really help me in revolutionary my country .... This is by far, the worst DLC for T5. Not worth $3.99
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